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- Infeed belts that avoid scuffing of the cartons and give positive infeed control.
- Independent motions for case extraction from the magazine and case erection
allow more tolerance in case dimensions without detriment to the performance of
the machine.
- The machine has the flexibility to exit with complete shipping cases at 3 m high
level or at 440 mm low level with a simple touch on the Operator Panel
- Photocells check the correct contents of each case; if a carton is detected missing,
the anomaly is signalled inhibiting the case sealing on one side thus allowing
manual filling of the same
- Both collating and case filling sectors are entirely mechanical therefore stopping
and starting the machine any time is possible without any adverse effect.
- The self-adhesive tape applicators are SENZANI-designed and manufacted;
they are equipped with pre-unwinding facility actuated by mini-motors ensuring
constant application conditions in all circumstances.
- The water-soluble tape applicators are also SENZANI-designed and constructed.
The tape is never dampened before the arrival of the case at the sealing station;
moreover, thanks to a particular drive mechanism, the tape is released at exactly
the same speed as that of the case passing by.
- Strategically-placed safety couplings ensure protection and correct timing of all
main machine mechanisms.
- In case of an anomaly during machine operation, a visual display panel clearly
highlights the location of the problem.
- Accessibility is excellent in spite of a very compact lay-out.

SPECIAL
APPLICATIONS

carton buffer
vertical carton stacking system

TECHNICAL DATA
case size

speed

min 350x210x220 mm
max 550x390x620 mm

up to 10 cpm

WORKING FLOW

cwl - clear wrap labelling unit
labelling machine for individual

cellophane-wrapped cartons

case size

min. 350x210x220 mm.
max. 550x390x620 mm.
speed

5 cases per min.
160 cartons per min.

LAY-OUT
OVERVIEW
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